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Economic development=energy demand
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Fossil fuels decreasing, GG
increasing

• Discovered no significance between Glucan and
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Results of how fertilizer
and pretreatment affect
xylan percentage (sugar
production). Error bars
indicate significance. The
sample size is n=12.
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Ethanol vs. Fertilizer
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Effect of other fertilizers on production

Results of how fertilizer
and sample time affect
ethanol concentration. The
sample size is n=6.
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Methods

• Nitrogen fertilizer can be controlled

• Further studies
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Compare ethanol production before and
after fermentation

• Measurement reading

• Less eutrophication
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• Consistency (keeping controlled)

• Keep THC levels below 0.3%
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Compare the sugar composition before
and after pretreatment

• Inconsistent data regarding ethanol and fertilizer

• Only singles and duplicates used
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Ethanol production

• PT (pretreated) 44 vs. non PT 132

• Time constraints

Xylan vs. Fertilizer

C. Sativa with an indication of where exactly on the
plant each sample was taken from. Each hemp stalk
was ground up using a Wiley Mill Grinding Machine.

• Discovered significance between xylan and
fertilizer/pretreatment interaction

• Inconclusive
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Stalk contains
polysaccharides protected
by lignin

Sugar concentration
(standard and pretreated)

Results of how fertilizer
and pretreatment affect
glucan percentage (sugar
production). Error bars
indicate significance. The
sample size is n=12.
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Can be burned with
gasoline to power vehicles

Determine the effects of nitrogen
fertilizer on hemp as biomass
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Renewable
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C. Sativa (hemp): Plant with many
everyday uses
•
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Bioethanol: Can be produced from
lignocellulosic material
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Syringing each neutral sample into HPLC vials.
From here the solutions can be analyzed for sugar
content.

Filtering liquids from the remaining hemp solids
post-par reactor. These solids are later washed and
stored in a cool area.

All nine samples with a sponge and tinfoil to
avoid lost water via evaporation. From here they
can be placed into an orbital shaker.

Three samples (one per plot) placed in an
incubated orbital shaker where they will move
around for 24 hours.

